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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi I’m Joseph DelPreto, and on behalf of our team from MIT we’re excited to present our new multimodal dataset and recording framework called ActionNet. 



Rich multimodal sensing focused on wearable devices

Overview and Goals 
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Presentation Notes
It aims to provide dense sensor data from wearable devices, and to couple this with external sensors and ground-truth.  The wearable sensors capture motions, forces, muscle signals, and attention.  And these are synchronized with multiple global cameras, microphones, and activity labels.



Interactive 
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Insights about how humans interact with physical or virtual worlds
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Rich multimodal sensing focused on wearable devices

Overview and Goals 

Smart textiles
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This can support machine learning models that extract insights about how humans perform tasks and about sensing modalitiesApplications could include training robot assistants, teaching people new skills, more immersive virtual worlds, and guiding future smart textiles.
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This builds on past approaches to collecting datasets of human behavior.  Large datasets revolving around videos often crowdsource the collection process.To expand to multiple modalities, video is often paired with IMUs, smartphones, or smart watches.These have lead to successful applications for learning pipelines and robotics, including grasping or manipulating objects.These robotic applications are also directly supported by simulation environments and by teleoperated robot demonstrations.
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 Highly multimodal
 Wearable and global
 Activity labels
 Structured tasks
 Parsing and recording 

frameworks
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ActionNet aims to build on these by expanding the modalities, focusing on wearable data for rich behavioral information, and featuring structured tasks ranging from low-level manipulations to high-level sequences.Code and documentation are shared for processing data and recording new data.



Sensors: Wearable Devices
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The wearable sensors include 19 IMUs for motion tracking, along with extracted body and hand poses.We also use custom tactile sensors on the hands, and armbands with EMG sensors to detect forearm muscle activity.An eye-tracking headset also includes a first-person camera with an estimate of where the person is looking.



Sensors: Global Perspectives

 5 RGB cameras
 1 RGBD camera  2 microphones

5x
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These are synchronized with 6 video cameras and 2 microphones mounted in the environment.  One of the cameras also includes depth data.These could support computer vision pipelines, cross-modal analyses, or updating activity labels if needed.



Extensible Recording Framework

 Stream, synchronize, save, and visualize data from all sensors
 Post-processing for higher-quality data
 Easily add or replace sensors

Software Infrastructure: Recording
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The underlying software is provided to enable future experiments.It offers multithreaded streaming, visualizing, and saving of data from multiple sensors.It outputs a synchronized cross-platform dataset, supports post-processing, and has a class hierarchy that encourages quickly adding or replacing sensors.



Extensible Recording Framework

 Stream, synchronize, save, and visualize data from all sensors
 Post-processing for higher-quality data
 Easily add new sensors

Experiment Control and Real-Time Labeling

 Interactive GUI for synchronized ground truth
 Label, rate, and annotate activities as they occur
 Keep track of experimental flow

Software Infrastructure: Labeling
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It also makes a graphical interface that researchers can use to manage experiments and label data in real time.They can easily start and stop tasks or calibrations, rate whether a task went well or something went wrong, and enter arbitrary notes.These are all timestamped and stored in the dataset, so ground-truth labels are immediately available and can be used to segment data from any subset of sensors.



Dataset Activities: Kitchen Tasks 
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We use this to label 20 distinct activities.We focus on kitchen tasks since they’re relatively structured and consistent but people may still use different strategies. Kitchens are also common targets for robotic assistants.  The tasks generally include food preparation, cleaning, and arranging tableware.  Some are shorter and isolate low-level object manipulations like peeling, slicing, or pouring water.  Others are longer to highlight high-level reasoning, like setting a table or loading and unloading a dishwasher.



Visualizations: Multimodal Wearable Data 
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And here’s a sample of the wearable data during a few of these activities.  The center column shows the gaze estimate as a green dot, and the body skeleton estimated from wearable IMUs.The left and right columns are from left and right arms, and show tactile hand sensors, forearm muscle activity, and arm accelerations.  Each modality helps convey different aspects of the person’s performance like how much pressure they’re exerting, their posture, or what they’re paying attention to.  Each of these might be more or less important depending on the task at hand.
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To explore this a bit more, we performed preliminary data analysis.A neural network pipeline based on LSTMs classified activities from 10-second windows with about 80% accuracy when tested on subjects that were not included in the training process. Modality ablation studies suggest that each sensor provides useful information on its own, but that multimodal collections provide significant benefit.
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Cross-Modal Analysis
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Muscle and Tactile Data while Slicing Cucumbers
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An initial cross-modal analysis also demonstrates high correlations between forearm muscle activation and tactile hand data, which is exciting for future pipelines that might predict a sensor’s output from different sensors.



Conclusion and Future Work 

https://action-net.csail.mit.edu

 Multimodal dataset focused on wearable devices 
and common household tasks

 Synchronized global data and ground-truth labels
 Extensible recording and processing framework

Models and analysis
 Cross-modal predictions
 Sequence reasoning

Teaching from demonstrations
 Robotic assistants 
 Personalized training
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 Immersive simulations
 New task domains
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Overall, ActionNet represents a multimodal dataset and extensible recording framework focused on wearable sensors and kitchen tasks.It can support machine learning pipelines ranging from cross-modal predictions to teaching both robots and people, and it can extend to other applications like sports or virtual reality.We’re excited to encourage engagement with both the data and the framework, to explore what insights are possible and even help usher in the next generation of smart wearable devices.


